The Stewards notify all competitors and officials of the following:

1. **Balance of Performance**
   
   In accordance with Article 30.1 of the 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations the Stewards confirm that the Balance of Performance document applicable for this competition is the document bearing the header:

   "BALANCE OF PERFORMANCE FOR TRACKS CATEGORY A"

   and the title:

   "BALANCE OF PERFORMANCE FOR TRACKS CATEGORY A : MONZA"

   and identified by the footer:

   "Decisions taken by the SRO GT Bureau 02/04/2019"

   This document is available on the ‘Teams’ area of the Blancpain GT Series website.

2. **Positioning of race numbers**

   Further to Article 22.3 of 2019 Blancpain GT Series Sporting Regulations, it is also permitted for this competition for the third race number to be placed either on the roof or the bonnet depending on the Team’s preference. This choice must be notified to the Promoter.

   (Competitors may wish to note that the SRO Sporting Board intend to issue a Bulletin extending the scope of article 22.3 to cover all future competitions.)
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